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PART - A

1 a. Explain the meaning and importance of self efficacy.
b. Identify the external factors, which initiate change. ( 03 Marks)

c. Explain the factors influencing role efficacy. (07 Marks)
(10 Marks)

2 a. What do you mean by corporate culture?
b. Explain the process of personal change. (03 Marks)

c. Explain the action research model for organizational change. (
Marks)

(10 0 Marks)

3 a. What do you mean by personal change?

b. Explain why changing organizational culture is very complex. (
03 Marks)

c. Explain the reasons for individual resistance to change. Explain how to overcome it.

(10 Marks)

4 a. What is the meaning of planned change?
b. Explain force field analysis. (03 Marks)

c. Explain different approaches for change management. ( 00 Marks
(10 Marks)

5 Case Study :

When ` Push ' Strategy Pushed the Issues Underground

A decision has been made to merge two software firms of equivalent size . The senior and
middle level personnel of both firms had come together to sort out merger related
concerns and issues . The meeting was organized in a large hall . At one point during thediscussion, someone expressed a concern : ' As a multinational , we have had a certainculture in our firm . But you are an Indian firm largely owned by a single family. What
would be our new culture after the merger? Are we expected to forget about our old
multinational culture?'
Immediately, a top manager of the ` Indian Firm ' (as it was referred to by the personraising the issue ) arose , walked up to the podium and said , How can you say that ourfirm is not a multinational ? We operate in more than a dozen countries and have officesin all those locations ; at any given point of time, a third of our employees work abroad;
and we earn 100 percent of our revenues from overseas work . So we are as muchmultinational as you are '. He went on with more facts and figures to bolster hisargument .

It seemed as if he wanted to use his finely honed debating skills to bury the
culture comparison issue once and for all , in the meeting.
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But the top manager ' s intervention only pushed the issue underground. Many people

simply withdrew from the discussion . The change managers lost a great opportunity to

explore what the concerns were . Perhaps people were anxious about possible loss of

autonomy in the merged entity. People may have wondered and worried whether key
personnel decision would be made on personal likes and dislikes : The merging entities

should have had a dialogue on issues regarding culture integration , which people

considered important . As they did
for them . The organization lost a large number

concluded that the merger would be bad e
of highly skilled people to competing firms. fids that the merger was antic

erger,
gated ho

firm had still not achieved the strategic adv antages t

provide.

Questions :

(05 Marks)
a. Analyze the case and identify issues.

(05 Marks)
b. Comment on the views of the Manager of the Indian Firm

. (05 Marks)
c. Explain cultural issues involved in the merger.

d. Explain why
merger did not help in achieving strategic advantages. (05 Marks)

PART -B

6 a.
b.

c.

Differentiate between data, information and knowledge. (
03 Marks)

What do you mean by knowledge management? Explain the important activities of

knowledge management. (07 M
Marks)

Explain the Knowledge Management Life cycle.
arks)

7 a.
b.

Differentiate between tacit and explicit knowledge.
(03 Marks)

What do you mean by learning organization? Explain the components of learning
(07 Marks)

organization.
nd transfer via teams . (10 Marks)i

c.
on aExplain the concept of knowledge creat

8 a.
b.
c.

What do you mean by knowledge documentation?
(0
(
03 3 Marks)

Marks)
Explain knowledge management architecture. (1 0 Marks)
Explain organizational knowledge hierarchy.
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